
SECUPRO MEGASAFE
EXTREMELY TOUGH. EXTREMELY STRONG.



SECUPRO MEGASAFE
NO. 116006

Robust handle
The handle of the high 
grade SECUPRO MEGASAFE 
has been made 100% of 
aluminium - and is therefore 
very robust. You can master 
all the usual cutting mate-
rials with your cutting tool. 
Even the multi-layered ones.

Changing without opening
You can change the blade 
easily and safely. Press the 
rocker device on the top 
and move the slider right 
to the front. The blade is 
ready for changing.

Perfect handling
Your hand can grip the 
lightly rounded handle 
easily. And that includes 
your thumb on the slider  
as it has a soft grip - and  
is therefore particularly  
slip resistant.

Slide on both sides
With the right hand? With 
the left hand? This question 
does not arise. Because we 
have fitted the SECUPRO 
MEGASAFE with a slider 
that is accessible from both 
sides. Choose for yourself!

2-cutting edge blade
Before you have to change 
the quality blade, you can 
turn it over once. This dou-
bles the usage time of the 
blade - and reduces your 
energy consumption. Be-
cause your SECUPRO MEGA-
SAFE will cut again like new.

Original size



45°

NO. 60099 0.63 mm

NO. 99 0.63 mm
NO. 199 0.63 mm, stainless

NO. 98 0.63 mm

Fully automatic 
blade retraction

Tool-less blade 
change

Very abrasion 
resistant

Ergonomic

Extended blade 
length

Cutting depth

Round tipped 
trapeze blade

Soft-grip

Right-and-left-
hander knife

Printable for 
promotional 
purposes

Cardboard: up to 
3-ply

Plastic strapping 
band

Bagged goods Roll slabbing

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Optional blade

Installed blade

Main cutting materials

Certificates and Awards

Usage

Fully automatic blade retraction - a high degree of safety
The fully automatic blade retraction of the SECUPRO 
MEGASAFE guarantees a very high degree of safety 
from cut injuries. Because the blade withdraws back 
into the handle immediately after leaving the material 
being cut. Even if you hold the slider out.

Quality as high, as it looks.
You would like a safety cutter with a large 
blade extension? Or are you looking for con-
sistent further development of the OPTISAFE 
and MAXISAFE? In both cases, the SECUPRO 
MEGASAFE is the best choice. Thanks to a cut-
ting depth of up to 20mm it does not shy away 
from any challenge. Your safety is still guaran-
teed since the fully automatic blade retraction 
functions even when you decide not to fully 
extend the blade. What’s more, the blade tips 
are rounded.

Safety technology
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CONTACT AND SERVICE
What is it that makes our cutting solutions even 
safer? Our advisory services. We are always 
there for you and to help you with examples 
of usage, training material and, of course, in 
person too.

You can find the following information on our 
website: www.martor.com

YOU CAN FEEL THE QUALITY.
 

SECUPRO MEGASAFE
› High quality aluminium handle
› Fully automatic blade retraction
› Notable cutting depth (cuts up to 3-ply cartons)
› Very easy blade change
› TÜV certified

Order No. NO. 116006.02

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box 
(10 in multipack)

Size knife (L x W x H) 153 x 26 x 38 mm

Main material Aluminium

Weight 140 g

Cutting depth 17 mm

Spare blade 
Packaging unit 
Size (L x W x Thickness)

NO. 60099.70 
10 in dispenser 
55.5 x 19 x 0.63 mm

Certified GS certificate 
NO. S 60040423

BELT HOLSTER NO. 9829

USED BLADE CONTAINER NO. 9810

SAFEBOX NO. 108000

PRODUCT DETAILS

At a glance: the safety poster shows the most 
important functions and correct usage – perfect 
for your workplace.

From the first cut to changing the blade, our video 
will show you the best way to use this knife.

Everything you want to know: dimensions, prop-
erties, special features and more about our cutting 
tools can be found in the Technical Data Sheet.

Any more questions? You can reach us at our 
service number.

Accessories




